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ABSTRACT
A professional document must convey information with a high degree of
readability and usability. The inclusion of visual rhetoric, the transformation of technical
writing from product-oriented to user-oriented information, the development of
Simplified Technical English, and the adoption of plain writing practices are all steps
toward communicating effectively in today’s “postnational” world. Continued evolution
requires a deeper understanding of cultural differences—acknowledging not only
differing symbols, heroes, and rituals, but the values that inspire them.
This study examines the content, organization, and design of two nonprofit annual
reports produced in 2013: one from the Russian Federation and one from the United
States of America. Similarities and differences are recorded and compared to each
country’s scores on the six cultural dimensions outlined in Hofstede, Hofstede, and
Minkov’s Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind. Hofstede’s cultural
dimensions have been paradigms for cultural study since the 1970s, and provide a tool for
examining the reasons for similarities and differences between documents produced in
different cultures.
The findings offer insight into how a culture’s values – its dimensions – result in
differing methods of communication; an indispensable tool when communicating in
today’s business world. More study is recommended to add valuable knowledge to the
business world’s ever-growing understanding of how to produce documents of the
greatest readability and usability, regardless of recipient. Only with this understanding
can a professional or technical communicator convey information whose content,
organization, and design is truly meaningful.
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Blanchard 1
INTRODUCTION
Communication within the workplace occurs through varied media, but the term
“professional documentation” refers specifically to visual, written, and digital records.
Communication needs to be understood to be effective, but cross-cultural documentation
has specialized need of readability, and workplace documentation has specialized need of
usability. What is the best way to communicate with clarity and functionality in a crosscultural professional environment?
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LITERATURE REVIEW
The Rhetoric of Professional Documentation
The purpose of any professional document is to convey information. The
information may be intended for an audience of any size: a single individual, department,
company, industry, government entity, or the public. The document’s author must keep
the primary recipient’s level of understanding in mind—is the recipient an expert in the
subject, or a layperson? What is the average education level? What languages does the
recipient speak, and are multiple languages represented? Method of delivery is also an
important factor to consider when creating a professional document, because
environmental factors heavily influence the processing of information: will the consumer
of the information be reading email in her office, walking through a conference poster
session, or assembling a product at home surrounded by an excited family? Finally,
consider the emotions the recipient will bring to the reception of the information—
positive or neutral emotions require a different approach than negative emotions (Munter
5). In addition to the primary recipient, the author of the message must also consider the
needs of secondary recipients, those to whom the primary recipients might turn for
advice; tertiary recipients, evaluators who may receive the documentation indirectly; and
gatekeepers, supervisors or other entities who have an interest in the accuracy and
validity of the information (Johnson-Sheehan 23). In every one of the innumerable
combinations of types of recipients and methods of delivery, a professional document
must convey information with a high degree of readability and usability.
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Readability and Usability
Readability refers specifically to the language used in documentation: for high
readability, the words and their arrangement within a style of writing should be easy to
understand. The primary recipient should be able to assimilate and process the
information presented without working hard on the mechanics of reading the words. The
United States federal government recognizes the importance of readability: the Plain
Writing Act of 2010 requires federal agencies to produce all public documents in plain
language. “Plain writing” is defined by the Act as “writing that is clear, concise, wellorganized, and follows other best practices appropriate to the subject or field and
intended audience.”
The usability of a document refers to its ease of use. Proper documentation design
and accessibility ensures that users can get the information they need, and put it to use
more quickly. Jakob Nielsen advises that, if usability accounts for 10% of the budget for
a website or intranet design project, the company can expect a doubling of the desired
key performance indicator (e.g., registered users, sales, leads, employee transactions). 1
Readability focuses on understanding a document but without usability the
knowledge is, by definition, useless; therefore, the argument has been made that “plain
writing” should focus more on usability than readability. Kathleen Kerr argues, “By
reorienting the focus of [United States governmental] plain language policy efforts to
usability, subjective notions of bureaucratic writing (good, bad, plain, etc.,) become less

1

For a complete discussion on how to improve usability, see “Usability 101: Introduction

to Usability” by Jakob Nielsen and related articles from the Nielsen Norman Group.
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important than what bureaucratic writing actually does, and for whom” (173). A
document must have accessible function—usability—before its form—readability—is
relevant.
The Plain Writing Act only applies to the U.S. government’s documents for its
citizens; it makes no requirements or recommendations for documents produced by
corporations, who often need to communicate across cultures. The International Business
Machines Corporation (“IBM”) recognized the need for clear communication from its
technical writers long before the Plain Writing Act, publishing the first edition of
Producing Quality Technical Information in 1983. Intended as an internal guideline for
IBM’s writers, the document became an industry-wide phenomenon, and was eventually
published by Prentice-Hall in 1998 as Developing Quality Technical Information: A
Handbook for Writers and Editors, with subsequent editions published by IBM Press.
The success of PQTI is attributed to its shift in focus from product-oriented information
to user-oriented information—from describing how a product works to describing the
actions a user needs to take to make use of the product. In IBM’s case, this was a shift
from describing how computer hardware and software operated to describing what the
user needed to do to use the computer to get their work done. The new technique was so
successful that technical communicators were soon elevated from clerical support roles to
a professional status and considered vital participants in the product-development process
(Grice 127).
Systematic approaches to simplifying the English language have been made in an
attempt to increase safety and understanding within specific worldwide industries.
“Simplified Technical English” or “Simplified English” is a standardization originally
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developed for the aerospace and defense sector, and has since been adapted by other
industries to meet their specific needs. These efforts, like the Plain Writing Act, have
been largely successful, although neither result is perfect, particularly for non-native
English speakers. The act of simplification itself sometimes creates obstacles to
understanding by non-native English speakers—particularly native speakers of a nonGermanic language, as the simplification process usually retains short Anglo-Saxon
words while paring the more complicated Latin-based terms (Thrush, Plain English 290;
Kerr 36; Rogers 95-96).2
Visual Rhetoric
Written words, of course, are not the only way modern professional documents
communicate, yet it was not until 1970 that visual images began to be considered for their
value in scholarly rhetorical study (Foss, Theory 141). Contemporary society
communicates not oratorically but visually: architecture and interior design, fashion and
dance, television and film, and the Internet now make up the vast majority of the nonprose rhetorical environment. “As much as rhetorical scholars may feel nostalgia for a
culture in which public speeches were the symbols that had primary impact,” Sonja K.
Foss writes, “that culture is gone” (142). Spatial, multidimensional methods can convey
spatial, multidimensional information in ways that words cannot. The term “visual
rhetoric” is understood to refer either to a visual object or to a perspective of visual data.

2

Edmond Weiss offers a thorough discussion of Simplified English and its Western

biases in his article “Technical Communication across Cultures: Five Philosophical
Questions.”
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Foss demonstrates how an individual’s response to a visual object can depend
very much upon past experiences evoked by the visual (Rhetoric 58); Teun van Dijk
concurs, noting that “every communicative event is unique since each participant brings
his or her history, values, and judgments to bear” (lecture cited in Kerr 156). Cultures, by
definition, are comprised of a group of people who share similar expectations and
conventions; document designers must take into account the expectations of the target
audience to effectively employ both visual and verbal discourse. Jiang-Ping Fan’s
semiotic analysis of State Farm insurance advertisements demonstrates how the company
has been successfully reflecting American culture and ideology for seventy years,
constantly modifying their images and messages to match the ever-changing symbols,
rituals, and heroes of “typical” American life.
Like the Simplified Technical English language, visual imagery evolves where
needed to better communicate across language and culture barriers. For example, most
people can understand at a glance the purpose of the highly contrastive and geometric
images usually used in public information and safety signs, like the “flatman” images
now prevalent in the U.S. and Canada (Robinson 270; Kostelnick and Hassett 93). There
is a danger, however, that simplified presentation of more technical documentation can be
perceived as less authoritative and undermine its own attempts to be taken seriously.
Russell Willteron and Mary Hereford found this to be true when they reported readers’
responses to articles in three different nursing journals; two were of conventional
presentation, while the third used a more easily understood format similar to the style
used in the For Dummies and Complete Idiot’s Guide book series. Nursing students and,
especially, faculty reported that, while the easier format was appreciated, “an informal,
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fun, unconventional approach might not be appropriate when a strong professional ethos
is desired” (81). Humor is especially problematic in intercultural situations; technical
communication students are usually advised not to use it all, to avoid confusing,
excluding, or insulting users (Johnson-Sheehan 123).
Taken together, words and visuals comprise the building blocks of professional
and technical communication. When producing such documents within a multicultural
atmosphere, the author must be knowledgeable about the recipient culture in order to
craft a message that reflects similar values and effectively inspires the desired motivation.
Culture: Geert Hofstede’s Paradigm
The ideologies and communication conventions of different cultures and
organizations are explored in depth by Geert Hofstede, Gert Jan Hofstede, and Michael
Minkov in Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind: Intercultural Cooperation
and Its Importance for Survival. The authors define culture as “the collective
programming of the mind that distinguishes the members of one group or category of
people from others.”3 They argue that human culture is not innate but learned, and that
beneath its external symbols, heroes, and rituals one finds internal values, the innermost
core of the culture of a given society. The book builds upon decades of previous research
done by Geert Hofstede, and compiles in-depth cultural data gathered from 107 countries

3

Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov further clarify the distinction between a group and a

category: “A group means a number of people in contact with each other. A category
consists of people who, without necessarily having any contact, have something in
common (e.g., all women managers, or all people born before 1940)” (479).
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via IBM, the Chinese Value Survey, and the World Values Survey, resulting in the
identification of six cultural aspects that consistently measure specific values. They call
these aspects “dimensions,” and examine how each one manifests within organizations in
various strata of a culture, including family life, education, religion, civics, business, and
more. The six dimensions are:
1. Power Distance Index (PDI). Measures the degree of inequality within a society.
2. Individualism Index (IDV). Measures the role of the individual versus the role of
the group.
3. Masculinity Index (MAS). Measures the desirability of assertive versus modest
behavior.
4. Uncertainty Avoidance Index (UAI). Measures the tolerance of ambiguity within a
given society.
5. Long-term Orientation Index (LTO). Measures the value of working toward future
rewards.
6. Indulgence vs. Restraint Index (IVR). Measures perceptions of happiness, life
control, and the importance of leisure.
Cultural values measured in the studies were correlated to its respective
dimension, then placed on a scaled index. Arranging each country’s index score in order
from low to high allows examination of the countries’ cultural dimensions in relation to
each other, providing powerful insight when viewed as a whole.
The Power Distance Index, or PDI, is defined as “the extent to which the less
powerful members of institutions and organizations within a country expect and accept
that power is distributed unequally” (Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov 61). A higher
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number on the index scale indicates a higher power distance and results in a lower rank
when compared to other countries. Societies with a high PDI tend to have families where
children are expected to be obedient, schools where teachers are treated with respect or
fear and what they teach is regarded as their personalized expertise, and workplaces that
are centralized organizations where bosses are expected to make all decisions and tell
their subordinates what to do while retaining significantly higher salaries and exclusive
privileges. Societies with a low PDI expect children to become independent at an early
age, teachers to treat students as near-equals while imparting an impersonal truth, and
workplaces to be decentralized organizations where bosses consult subordinates on major
decisions while everyone retains the same basic benefits.
The next dimension, known as the Individualism Index, or IDV, demonstrates the
extent to which individuals maintain close ties with each other. At high end of the scale
are individualist societies, in which everyone is relatively independent and responsible
only for one’s self and immediate family. At the low end are collectivist societies, in
which people are born into a large in-group that exchange loyalty and protection
throughout a person’s lifetime (Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov 92).
Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov’s third dimension is called the Masculinity
Index, or MAS, which measures the desirability for assertive behavior against the
desirability for modest behavior (136). It should be noted that the authors chose to use the
terms “masculinity” and “femininity” because this is the only dimension for which their
male and female study subjects consistently scored differently. As applied to the
workplace, MAS is defined as how distinctly the organization emphasizes concern for
work versus concern for people: “masculine” management is aggressive and rewards only
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those employees with the highest performance (reverence of financial success);
“feminine” management works more by consensus and rewards all employees when the
company performs well (reverence of quality of life). The higher the score on the
Masculinity Index, the more “feminine” the culture or organization is considered to be.
Uncertainty Avoidance, or UAI, is the fourth dimension measured by Hofstede,
Hofstede and Minkov, gauging the anxiety produced in a member of a given society
when confronted with an ambiguous or unknown situation (191). A culture with a high
UAI tends to prefer a lot of structure; families, schools, and the state itself all have rules
and laws which must be followed even if the general consensus is that they will not work.
A culture with a low UAI prefers less structure; families, schools, and the state have only
enough rules and laws as are necessary, and those that cannot be upheld should be
changed. Hofstede et al. note that the need for structure presents itself even with the
languages of high UAI cultures. These languages tend to have numerous rules that are
strictly observed and illustrated, for example, by different styles of address for different
persons (201). Authoritative figures from high UAI cultures tend to write with a very
complicated formal style, using complex vocabularies and sentence structures—in fact,
information that is presented in terms that a nonprofessional can understand is suspected
to be untrustworthy (205-06).
LTO, or the Long-Term Orientation dimension, measures the degree to which a
society fosters virtues with future rewards, as opposed to virtues that focus on the past or
present (Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov 239). Societies with a strong LTO invest in real
estate, are concerned with Virtue, and value learning, honesty, adaptability,
accountability and self-discipline in the workplace. Societies with a more past- or
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present-focused orientation invest in mutual funds, are concerned with Truth, and value
freedom, rights, achievement, and independent thinking in the workplace.
The sixth dimension, introduced for the first time in the third edition of Software
of the Mind, is Indulgence versus Restraint (IVR). IVR measures the extent to which a
society feels that gratification of “natural human desires related to enjoying life and
having fun”—the pursuit of happiness—should be regulated by strict social norms.
Specifically, the indulgence end of the spectrum refers to “a perception that one can act
as one pleases, spend money, and indulge in leisurely and fun-related activities” while the
restraint end refers to “a feeling that enjoyment of leisurely activities, spending, and other
similar types of enjoyment are somewhat wrong.” The authors are careful to specify that
this dimension refers only to gratifying the desire for pleasure and “not to gratifying
human desires in general” (Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov 281). Cultures with a high
IVR display a higher level of optimism and place a greater importance on having friends
and enjoying leisure time than restrained societies.
The countries under investigation in this study are the Russian Federation
(Russia) and the United States of America (USA). These countries were included in
Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov’s study and given the following index scores 4 and
rankings for each dimension:

4

Index ranges for PDI, IDV, MAS, and UAI were coverted from Hofstede’s original

ranges to reflect a uniform range of 0-100, for the purpose of more correspondent
comparison to LTO, IVR, and the subjects of this study using the Document Dimensional
Scale. Refer to Software of the Mind for the original index ranges and scores.
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Table 1
Cultural Dimension Scores for Russia and USA
PDI

IDV

MAS

UAI

LTO

IVR

Russia

88.2

38.8

29.5

83.7

81

20

USA

31.2

100

54.3

36.5

26

68

a. Index range 1-100, adjusted from original as noted on page 11.

These findings illustrate differences between the cultures prevalent in these
countries. Russia acknowledges a high perception of power distance, a balance between
an individualist and collectivist outlook, a preference for modest behavior, a strong
aversion to uncertainty, and a strong focus on long-term goals with little indulgence in
lifestyle. The United States perceives a small power distance, an extremely individualist
outlook, a preference for aggressive behavior, a low avoidance of uncertainty, and a
stronger focus on the past or present than on the future, including a high tendency toward
indulgent living.
Since the 1970s, Geert Hofstede’s cultural research has become a paradigm for
cross-cultural studies, a framework used in a wide variety of disciplines. He is not,
however, without critics. His ground-breaking 1980 book Culture’s Consequences was
criticized for insufficient or outdated data, illogical extrapolations, and oversimplified
results (Hofstede, “Dimensions” 1356). All of these criticisms were addressed in the 2001
second edition of the book. When Human Relations decided to publish Brendan
McSweeney’s critique of the original edition at the time the second edition was being
released, titled “Hofstede’s Model of National Cultural Differences and Their
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Consequences: A Triumph of Faith—A Failure of Analysis,” a notable exchange between
McSweeney and Hofstede ensued. McSweeney’s critique questioned the plausibility of
Hofstede’s premises of culture, and called Hofstede’s claims “excessive” and
“unbalanced . . . [with] too great a desire to ‘prove’ his a priori convictions rather than
evaluate the adequacy of his ‘findings’” (112). Hofstede’s reply commented upon
McSweeney’s “unnecessarily abrasive” style, clarified his own premises and claims, and
noted that the upcoming second edition of Culture’s Consequences “would make many of
McSweeney’s comments obsolete” (“Dimensions” 1355). A final rebuttal from
McSweeney claimed that Hofstede had evaded every question put forth by his original
critique and concludes that “Hofstede’s writings and his antagonistic, partisan promotion
of his work repeatedly fail [tests of scholarship]” (“Essentials” 1371). The welldocumented exchange between McSweeney and Hofstede was the beginning of a
discussion that continues today, seeking to find what relevance, if any, national culture
models have within today’s increasingly “postnational” world. 5
“The Evolution of Hofstede’s Doctrine,” published by Minkov and Hofstede in
2011, reviews how Hofstede’s cultural research evolved over four decades, describes
why and how the original four dimensions became six, and how any research weaknesses
were mitigated or resolved. They address criticisms, clarify terms and concepts, and
describe the scientific approaches used in various studies.

5

See Anne Witte’s “Making the Case for a Post-National Cultural Analysis of

Organizations” for further discussion.
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Culture: A Closer Look
Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov liken the manifestations of culture—symbols,
heroes, rituals, and values—to the layers of an onion (7-9). The outermost layer is
comprised of a culture’s symbols, which are the most superficial manifestations of
culture, and the most changeable: jargon, fashion, flags, and the like. Heroes—alive or
dead, real or imaginary—embody the characteristics that a culture values, and rituals are
activities considered “essential” but whose purposes are purely social (e.g., daily
interactions, ceremonies, language and communication practices); both are slower to
change and less likely to be copied by other cultures, and are therefore deeper layers of
the onion than symbols. Symbols, heroes, and rituals are collectively referred to as
“practices” because they are visible to the outside observer.
Values, however, are the core of the onion—the essence of culture, and very slow
to change. Values are emotion-based and invisible to an observer, but determine our
definitions of what is natural, moral, beautiful, or rational. We learn cultural values at a
very early age, only later adding representative symbols, heroes, and rituals.
The advertising industry has a significant stake in advertisements that appeal
directly to the values of the target culture. Producing alternate television, print, and
digital advertisements for different cultures, however, is usually cost-prohibitive. To
assess the worth of investing in alternate ads aimed at different cultural values, Hans
Hoeken et al conducted a study comparing the relative persuasiveness of an appeal to
uncertainty avoidance to an appeal for adventure. They hypothesized that advertisements
appealing to the desire for security would be more effective in the countries that Hofstede
ranked as having high uncertainty avoidance (UAI); in this case, Belgium, France, and
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Spain. Conversely, they predicted, advertisements utilizing an appeal to a desire for
adventure would be more effective in The Netherlands, a country with a lower UAI rank.
They were surprised to discover no significant difference in the effectiveness of the ad in
any of the countries, but concede that the study subjects—all humanities
undergraduates—may have been more unified by age and interests than divided by
culture (213).
Saudi Arabia also has a high UAI, but unlike Belgium, France, Spain, and
Germany, ranks low on Hofstede’s Individualism Index (IDV). A risk-avoiding
collectivist society produces workplaces that value relationship-building over taskconquering; new relationships are often nurtured by an intermediary member of the “in
group” until enough trust has been established for the new relationship to function on its
own (Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov 89-90). Communicating with risk-avoiding
collectivist societies requires an understanding of this need for trust and context. Larae
Lundgren notes the particular influence of Islam in Saudi Arabia, where a citizen’s
religious life and professional life are not separate, so an understanding of how this
affects language is imperative. For example, professional documents using the future
tense may be viewed as forecasting the future, which is “presumptuous and contradicts
the will of Allah” (337).
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China is another country whose deeply ingrained cultural/religious elements
cannot be separated from its citizens’ professional lives. The Yi Jing (I Ching)6 is China’s
most ancient text, providing roots for both Taoism and Confucianism by giving
thousands of generations ethical advice for performing various rites (e.g., marriages and
funerals), applying agricultural techniques (e.g., fishing and animal husbandry), and
navigating politics (e.g., military expeditions and law). Daniel Ding views it as the
world’s first instruction manual. “The book reveals the emergence in China of a form of
technical writing that we would call instructions, a form that provides directions for
performing work in a wide range of fields,” Ding writes (320). He compares Yi Jing to a
modern Chinese instruction manual, then the modern manual to an American one,
viewing the differences between them through a cultural lens.
Political history can also play an important role in the culture of a modern society,
especially if it involves a relatively recent clash of cultures—recent enough that the
cultures are still present as separately identifiable influences. Mira Bergelson’s study
reveals that within the modern Russian Federation, there are three distinct “subtypes” of
Russian culture: Traditional, Soviet, and Westernized. She identifies several ways in
which each Russian subtype differs from the other; her “Russian Cultural Traits and
Values” chart explicitly outlines these differences, including factors which correlate with
Hofstede’s PDI, IDV, LTO, and IVR indexes. The study serves as a good reminder that

6

In his notes, Ding clarifies that I Ching is the spelling of the document using a

traditional system of spelling and pronunciation, while Yi Jing is its spelling when using a
modern system, which has emerged as the more common system used internationally.
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political boundaries, despite being the easiest way to study and describe culture, do not
always follow cultural boundaries, and the range of cultural values is wider within some
national borders than others.
This concept is brought forward in a study examining the design and
effectiveness of German and Dutch versions of a patient package leaflet for ibuprofen.
Noting that the European Union allows its member states considerable flexibility in the
design of patient leaflets, the study predicted that leaflets produced by Germany, the
country with the higher Uncertainty Avoidance rank, would contain more specific
information about ibuprofen—particularly, more description of its risks—and would be
presented with a more structured design than its Dutch counterpart (Gerritsen, Nederstigt,
and Orlandini 110). Examination of the leaflets’ word count, structural hierarchy,
terminology, and list of risks proved this prediction correct. Interviews with fifty Dutch
women and forty-nine German women, all pregnant, revealed that while the women
preferred the language and presentation of the Dutch leaflet, they were more likely to use
the drug correctly after reading the German leaflet. They took care to note that both
groups of interviewees resided in “a region close to the border of the respective other
country. It could be that cultural differences in border regions are less distinct. Future
research will have to take [this] into account” (124).
Culture describes the values shared by a particular group of people. It is difficult
to measure such ingrained, intangible aspects of the human personality and nearly
impossible to be certain that results are examined beneath a universally objective light.
Perhaps elements of culture itself affects subjects of the studies—do different languages
influence cognitive process in different ways? If so, which cognitive processes do
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multilingual study subjects choose to use during a study, or do they switch back and
forth? How does the presence of an observer influence the participants of a multicultural
study?
Linguistic Relativity and the Observer’s Paradox
When studying cultural communication, particularly when subjects are grouped
by language, one may consider the theory of linguistic relativity, wondering what
influence, if any, that language has upon the perceptions and cognitive patterns of a
particular cultural group. The idea that language influences thought, popularly known as
the “Sapir-Whorf hypothesis” or “linguistic relativity,” 7 has become a large field of study

7

“Sapir-Whorf hypothesis” is a commonly used term even though Edward Sapir and

Benjamin Lee Whorf never co-published and neither labeled their similar findings as a
hypothesis. Another common term is “Whorfianism,” a reflection of the large body of
work in this field produced by Whorf in the first half of the twentieth century. However,
the field of linguistic relativity has since experienced decades of expansion and
significant evolution since Whorf’s death in 1941. For this reason, I prefer the more
inclusive term “linguistic relativity,” and that is the term used henceforth in this thesis.
Until about 1970, there was debate over whether language determines thought (referred
to as the “strong version” of the theory, or “linguistic determinism”) or language
influences thought (referred to as the “weak version”). Today’s linguists generally do not
ascribe to linguistic determinism at all; modern research endeavors to determine the
specific cognitive areas on which language has influence, and to what degree (Richard
and Toffoli 990; Davies et al 1).
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applied through the lenses of many academic fields, including anthropology, psychology,
philosophy, sociology, and communication.
Through attempts to answer the question of how language influences thought,
multiple studies have determined that bilingual people will answer the same
questionnaire given in different languages with different answers, and there appear to be
several factors that determine why. Marie-Odie Richard and Roy Toffoli discuss studies
that attribute this phenomenon to variances in cultural values, sociocultural expectations,
and “ethnic affirmation vs. cross-cultural accommodation” (987-88). Lesley Milroy, Wei
Li, and Suzanne Moffatt attempt to mitigate the role of the observer in bilingual studies
by combining sociolinguistic theories pioneered by William Labov, the formulator of the
observer’s paradox, and John Gumperz, who specialized in the study of bilingual
minority communities. Their study concludes that “the observer’s paradox is still with
us” and recommends that subsequent “researchers in bilingual communities develop a
two-step study design where the insights of the interpretive method are combined with
the systematic approach to data gathering promoted by Labov” (298). Finally, G. A.
Tyson, Estelle Doctor, and Mandia Mentis’ findings suggest that “coordinate bilinguals”
are more likely to answer translated questionnaires differently than are “compound
bilinguals,”8 and that the disparity is further pronounced when the two cultures
represented are significantly different in perceived status.

8

The Encyclopedic Dictionary for Applied Linguistics defines “compound bilingualism”

as the situation in which a bilingual person has acquired both languages relatively
simultaneously; consequently, the person handles both languages with semantic
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Ian R. L. Davies et al reviewed several studies exploring the effect of language
upon color determination and categorization. Some of these studies support a
“universalist” view, whereby all human beings understand color according to a basic,
universal structure derived from biology; others support a “relativist” or “Whorfian”
view, whereby language itself affects color cognition (1-3). Davies concludes that both
views are correct: “universal constraints on colour perception may be modulated by small
cultural influences, including language” (14).
As color determination is considered by some researchers to be cognitively
universal, so is the use of indirect speech often considered a “universal” indicator of
politeness,9 with a higher level of indirectness indicating a higher level of politeness
between the communicating parties. Andrew Sangpil Byon challenges this notion of
universality, arguing that native Korean speakers present an exception to this rule. His
study, published in the Journal of Politeness Research in 2006, indicates that native
Korean speakers place far more importance upon the use of uniquely Korean honorifics
to indicate the level of politeness in their communications. Byon concludes that the link

equivalence, neither dominating the other. “Coordinate bilingualism” occurs when a
person learns a second language after the first is well established; in this case, the first
language has semantic dominance, filtering acquisition of the second.
9

In Korean, indirect communication methods are called nunch’i, a sort of emotional

intelligence that helps discern essential information about a communication partner’s
state of mind. James H. Robinson explores this concept, and the consequence of its
absence, in “Professional Communication in Korea: Playing Things by Eye.”
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between linguistic indirectness and politeness is not as strong or as universal as some
believe, and therefore should be studied from a “language- and culture-specific
perspective” (247).
Conclusion
Why is it important to consider culture when crafting rhetoric within a
professional or technical environment? Should culture be a consideration if the
information is not intended for an international audience?
It is likely in today’s age that more than one culture has representation amongst
the employees of any company, even at a single location and communicating primarily
amongst itself. Workplace efficiency, if nothing else, demands an understanding of how
different cultures evaluate power distance, individualism, assertive behavior, uncertainty
avoidance, and the value of future reward and leisure time.
More likely, however, the workplace of today communicates globally, across
many cultural lines, whether directly or indirectly. Even an owner-operated small
business must communicate, whether in person, via traditional advertising, or through
globally accessible social or other electronic media, and it is very likely that the customer
pool is representative of diverse cultures. A company of any size that produces material
targeted for specific languages and cultures (e.g., product descriptions and instructions)
or conducts any kind of international business transactions should be aware of the
cultural values brought to the situation. Emily Thrush describes an incident whereby an
American company was in Mexico to install escalators that would be maintained later by
Mexican engineers. The installation and maintenance instructions provided by the Korean
manufacturer had been translated to English but retained Korean organizational style and
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were therefore incomprehensible to the American engineers installing the escalators—
they were readable but not usable. American technical writers had to reorganize the
information to be understandable by both the American engineers doing the installation
and the Mexican engineers doing future maintenance (Bridging 273). Although English
has become the lingua franca of international business, native English speakers must still
be aware of their target audience’s cultural values. “The use of a particular grammar and
vocabulary does not necessarily imply a shared value system, a uniform approach to
business transactions, or a common pool of knowledge,” notes Thrush (273).
I agree with Emily Thrush: it all comes down to values. Values are the basis of
culture, the core of the onion that remains essentially the same. To be an effective
communicator in today’s “postnational” world takes a deeper understanding of cultural
differences—acknowledging not only the outer layers of differing symbols, heroes, and
rituals, but of the values that inspire them. Only with this understanding can a
professional or technical communicator convey information whose content and design is
truly meaningful.
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METHODOLOGY
This qualitative case study examines and describes the influence of culture on the
content, organization, and design of a cross-cultural selection of nonprofit annual reports.
This chapter will first discuss the documents studied, then the methods used to analyze
their content, organization, and design. A review of the limitations of this study will
conclude the chapter.
Object Selection and Description
The objects selected for this study are 2013 annual reports produced by a
nonprofit organization working exclusively within its representative country. Both of the
nonprofits represented were large enough entities to require the publication of an annual
report, but small enough to produce the report only in the dominant language of its
country; neither of these reports were produced for an international audience.
I chose the business genre of the annual report because of its maximum allowance
of creativity in production—these documents were not produced by following a
prescribed genre format, by filling out a form, or by conforming to a particular
technology’s requirements and limitations. The freeform nature of the documents’
construction allows for maximum cultural influence in their attempts to convey their
message to their local stakeholders.
The Russian document describes the charitable work done by the Dog Training
Center, which provides specially trained assistance dogs to disabled people throughout
the Russian Federation. The 2013 Annual Report is ten pages long, with photos, charts,
and texts describing financial data, the dogs’ various training and capabilities, and the
events that were supported by or that benefitted the nonprofit.
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The American document was produced by the YMCA of Snohomish County, a
northern suburb of Seattle, Washington, in the United States. It is the 2013 Annual
Report, totaling eight colorful pages that describe the Association’s finances, growth, and
community impact for that year as well as its overall mission to support youth
development, healthy living, and social responsibility within Snohomish County.
Data Collection and Analysis
First, the documents’ content, organization, and design were analyzed without
regard to country of origin.
Content
1. Repetition. Is certain information repeated? If so, how often? When?
2. Context. Is there information not directly related to the intent of the document?
3. Tone. Is the approach one of formal and authoritative or informal and
equivalence? How are honorifics used, if at all? Does it utilize ornate or plain
speech, as evidenced by complex sentences and vocabulary?
4. Gratitude. Is there an expression of thanks for the reader’s attention?
Organization
1. Position of purpose. Where within the document is the statement of the purpose
located? Is it a straightforward statement, or is the purpose only implied?
2. Position of visual elements. Are visual elements located within the related text, or
grouped together in one location?
Design
1. Captions. Are visual elements paired with text? If so, does the information
conveyed by the text pertain directly to the visual element, such as a title or
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explanation, or does it convey information beyond the visual element with a
value-added approach?
2. Color. How does the document use color? Examine both quantity (e.g., minimal
vs. liberal use of color) and quality (e.g., muted vs. bright hues).
3. Photos. Are any photos used? If photos of people are used, describe their clothing,
genders, and the interaction implied between people in the photo. How is the rule
of thirds apparent in the photo, with relation to cultural influence?
Next, the country of origin for each subject was noted and analyzed through the
system of six cultural dimensions outlined by Geert Hofstede, Gert Jan Hofstede, and
Michael Minkov in Software of the Mind. For this study, power distance was measured
within the documents by examining the text and visuals to determine where its tone falls
along the continua of formality-informality and authority-equivalence. I specifically
examined the complexity of sentences and vocabulary, the use of honorifics and
directives, and visual cues in photographs and graphics (e.g., the placement of a speaker
in relation to the audience).
I measured individualism within the objects of study by examining the text for
personal pronoun usage and indicators of individual or collective purpose, and examining
photos for relative distance between individuals and emphasis on individualist or
collectivist presentation.
To determine the masculinity or femininity of the documents being studied, I
examined textual and visual elements for emphasis on assertiveness versus modesty and
emphasis on a high quality of life versus emphasis on financial success. In the text,
assertiveness was evaluated by searching the text for modal verbs such as can, could,
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may, might, would, will and epistemic markers such as possibly, probably, certainly,
likely. Quality of life emphasis was evaluated by examining the text for words and
phrases indicating a reverence of high quality of life and financial success. In both cases,
relevant words and phrases were quantified and compared to the total word count of the
document. Visual elements were evaluated for masculinity by examining the way they
emphasized or de-emphasized assertiveness and expressed a preference for or
indifference to high quality of life and financial success. Because the documents are from
nonprofit organizations and will inherently favor quality of life over quantity of
materials, the documents were compared to each other for a relative, if not empirical,
perspective.
Uncertainty Avoidance can be indicated in language by a high degree of structure.
Structure (e.g., headings, subheadings, bulleted lists) indicates a desire to convey
information in an easily accessible way, so organizational features with a high degree of
structure were quantified. Additionally, each visual element was evaluated for its purpose
and a ratio was created to illustrate the number of “informational” elements to “artistic”
elements. A high proportion of “informational” elements indicates a desire to convey
accurate information, avoiding uncertainty.
When evaluating the objects for the fifth dimension of long-term orientation, I
searched for future markers in the language: future adverbials (tomorrow, next
week/month/year), how much emphasis is placed on what “will” happen and the mood of
that look to the future.
The indulgence/restraint dimension in the culture of the objects’ origin country
was determined by examining textual and visual elements for references to the pursuit of
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“leisurely and fun-related activities” (Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov 281) and objects
of luxury.
Finally, I compared the results of my examination to the dimensional scores of
both countries represented to answer the question: how does culture influence the
content, organization, and design of professional/technical documents? To provide a
mechanism for comparison, I created the Document Dimensional Scale, or DDS. This
scale, along with the indexes for each10 of the cultural dimensions, uses a range of 0-100.
Comparing each document’s six DDS scores—one for each cultural dimension—to its
origin country’s scores on Hofstede’s six indexes, provides a snapshot of the relationship
between a culture and the creation of its professional and technical documents.
Limitations of Methodology
The nature of a nonprofit’s annual report lends itself to use language that is
collectivist (relating to the IDV score), “feminine” (focusing on quality of life over
material success), and forward-looking (possibly affecting its LTO score). This issue is
addressed by comparing the reports’ scores for these dimensions with those of its
representative country, and by comparing them to each other to see if the influences, if
any, are universal. Future research should incorporate a larger sample size that includes
multifarious business genres.

10

Index ranges for PDI, IDV, MAS, and UAI were coverted from Hofstede’s original

ranges to reflect a uniform range of 0-100, for the purpose of more correspondent
comparison to LTO, IVR, and the subjects of this study using the DDS. Refer to Software
of the Mind for the original index ranges and scores.
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Additionally, an annual report may skew toward “indulgent” on the IVR scale, if
the nonprofit’s area of focus tends more toward increasing opportunities and general
well-being than on fulfilling a basic need. Because this relied so heavily upon the nature
of the individual nonprofit, rather than upon nonprofits in general, I found no way to
mitigate for this inherent bias within this study. A larger sample size in future studies,
whether across business genres or not, will provide more balanced results for this
dimension.
Any cultural study is, of course, limited by the examiner’s own cultural biases. To
mitigate this influence, I chose examination questions that require as little judgment as
possible. As described above, the examination was completed by answering questions
that required categorical or quantifiable answers or a short description based on
observation.
The final limitation of this study’s methodology is my inability to read the
Russian document in its original language. The translation I studied was a literal
translation completed by a native Russian speaker. Literal translations give priority to
fidelity to the lexicon and grammar of the original language, and is often used by writers
attempting to translate a literary work written in a language unknown to the writer. To
minimize the impact of my inability to read Russian, a professionally produced 11 literal
translation was used, and only for examination of textual content and organization—
design elements were examined on non-translated documents.

11

Source: Gengo. Gengo, Inc. Web. 21 May 2015.
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FINDINGS
The purpose of this study is to determine the effect of culture upon the content,
organization, and design of the selected documents. The documents selected for this
study were 2013 Annual Reports produced by a non-profit organization in two culturally
dissimilar countries: the Russian Federation and the United States of America. This
chapter will examine the Russian document first, beginning with a general description,
then moving on to analysis of cultural indicators based on its content, organization, and
design. Lastly, an analysis of indicators of Hofstede’s six cultural dimensions will be
presented. The same analyses of the American document concludes the Findings chapter.
Russian Document: 2013 Annual Report of the Dog Training Center
Description and Analysis of Content, Organization and Design
Description: The Dog Training Center (DTC) document totals ten pages: the
cover page, with a full-sized photo of a working dog in action; three pages of tables and
charts conveying information about the organization’s finances and dogs; five pages of
photos, sometimes paired with related text; and the final page, featuring a strong message
of thanks for support.
There is no introductory messaging, description of the organization or statement
of purpose; the overall tone is that of efficiency, endeavoring to first report facts and
figures before relaying other facts through text and groups of photographs. Each of the
five groups of photos (totaling seventeen photos) is on a separate page of the report; the
first group is presented without a heading or any explanatory text, but the remaining four
groups have a topic stated as a heading on the page as well as accompanying text. The
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colors used throughout the document use a warm, monochromatic palette of tones that
complement the organization’s orange logo.
Content and Organization: The second and third pages of the document contain
full-page tables; one describing the income and the other describing the expenses of the
Dog Training Center. Each table is accompanied by a colored pie chart presenting the
information in terms of percentages instead of the precise dollar amounts found in the
table. The fourth page also contains a full-page table, this one naming the dogs that the
Center had given to new owners that year, along with the owners’ first name and city of
residence. The next page features photographs with no text; the following four pages
describe events and programs that the Center was involved with in 2013, each featuring a
group of photos from the event or program being described. No information or
descriptive detail is repeated anywhere throughout the document.
The literal translation of the document’s five short textual elements – on pages 610; describing events, a pilot project, incoming puppies, and a thank you page – totals
just 449 words and has an average Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level Score of 10.34 (indicating
a reading difficulty equivalent to the tenth grade in the American education system).
Table 2
DTC—Readability Analysis of Text
Textual Element
Total character count
Total word count
Percent of total text in document

Page 6:
Events

Page 7:
Events

Page 8:
Pilot Project

Page 9:
Pups

Page 10:
Thanks

83

153

142

37

34

18.5%

34.1%

31.6%

8.2%

7.6%

436

717

676

177

105
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Table 2 Continued
Page 6:
Events

Page 7:
Events

Page 8:
Pilot Project

Page 9:
Pups

Page 10:
Thanks

Average syllables per word

1.9

1.6

1.6

1.6

1.6

Average words per sentence

10.4

15.3

17.8

18.5

10.5

Flesch-Kincaid Reading Ease score

38.3

57.5

53.6

48.6

59.2

Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level score

10.5

9.9

11.1

11.1

9.1

Textual Element
Average characters per word

5.3

4.7

4.8

4.8

5

Source: Readability-Score.com. GitHub.com. Web. 08 Feb. 2016.
Design: The design of the Dog Training Center’s Annual Report – with all
content contained within uniformly sized squares, and eight of the ten pages featuring the
same background pattern – is actually a PowerPoint template titled “Financial
performance presentation.” It features a monochromatic background in a downward
sunburst pattern. Only two of the Annual Report’s ten pages does not use this
background: the cover page, which instead utilizes a full-sized photo, and the second
page, which uses a gradient pattern in similar colors. It is not clear why this page, a fullsized table detailing the organization’s income, is different from the others.
Another noticeable feature of the document is that the four photo groupings that
are accompanied by text are located on the bottom half of their respective pages. The
number and arrangement pattern of the photos vary, but every grouping anchors the
bottom of its page.
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Analysis of Indicators of Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions
Next, the DTC document was examined through the lens of Hofstede’s six
cultural dimensions: Power Distance, Individualism, Masculinity, Uncertainty
Avoidance, Long-Term Orientation, and Indulgence versus Restraint.
Power Distance (PDI): The five sections of text were found to be small and easy
to read, averaging 14.5 words per sentence and utilizing no honorifics or explicit
directives. The overall tone is more informal than formal, with no indication of a
difference in power level between the document’s creator and its reader.
Visually, there is no evidence of a power distance between people in the
photographs. All of the photographs were candidly shot, featuring people that are dressed
in a similarly casual fashion, and participating in activities with the Center’s dogs with an
air of positivity. The few photos that show a Center staff member assisting someone with
their dog show the assistance being offered in a supportive manner; there is no sense of
the fully abled staff member having more power than the person being assisted.
DTC score on the DDS for Power Distance = 0.
Individualism (IDV): To discover the emphasis on individualism versus
collectivism, the textual elements were examined for personal pronoun usage and
indicators of individual or collective purpose. Of the twenty pronouns used, four referred
to an event rather than a human or canine entity, and therefore cannot be considered an
indicator of IDV.
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Table 3
DTC—Pronoun Indicators of Individualism (IDV)
Pronouns Used

1 person singular
(I)
st
1 person plural
(our, we, us)
2nd person singular/plural
(you, your)
rd
3 person singular
(she, her)
st

Occurrences in Text
0
6

All occurrences were “we”

4
5
5

3rd person plural
(their)

Note on Usage

Four were “it” and referred to an
event; this cannot be considered an
indicator of IDV
All referred to guests at an event

Photographs were examined for emphasis on individualist or collectivist
presentation. Because the dogs are known to be wholly in service to people, any photos
that presented only dogs was considered to be presenting a collectivist approach; with
that in mind, all of the photographs were considered indicators of low IDV, or
collectivism.
Table 4
DTC—Photographic Indicators of Individualism (IDV)
Photo

# of
Dogs

# of
People

Description

Photo 1.
Photo 2.
Photo 3.
Photo 4.
Photo 5.
Photo 6.
Photo 7.

1
1
1
3
1
1
1

0
1
2
3
1
2
2

Dog in working gear
Dog assisting impaired person
Dog assisting two impaired people
Dogs & people relaxing together
Dog assisting impaired person
Dog & DTC staff assisting impaired person
Dog assisting two impaired people

Individualis
t or
Collectivist?

Collectivist
Collectivist
Collectivist
Collectivist
Collectivist
Collectivist
Collectivist
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Table 4 Continued
Photo

# of
Dogs

# of
People

Description

Photo 8.
Photo 9.
Photo 10.
Photo 11.
Photo 12.
Photo 13.
Photo 14.
Photo 15.
Photo 16.
Photo 17.
Photo 18.

1
3
1
2
4
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
3
3
5
4
1
1
1
3
1
0

Dog assisting impaired person
Dogs relaxing w/impaired child & DTC staff
Mother assisting impaired child, petting dog
DTC staff & impaired child walking dog
DTC staff & dogs
Dog assisting impaired person
Dog w/impaired child
Puppy being handled by DTC staff
Puppy being petted by children
Puppy in training
Puppy relaxing

Individualis
t or
Collectivist?

Collectivist
Collectivist
Collectivist
Collectivist
Collectivist
Collectivist
Collectivist
Collectivist
Collectivist
Collectivist
Collectivist

DTC score on the DDS for Individualism = 2.3
Masculinity (MAS): To determine the level of masculinity of the Dog Training
Center document, I first evaluated the text for modal verbs and epistemic markers
indicating varying degrees of permission and likelihood. Of the entire list, the only modal
verb found was “will,” an assertive verb that appeared five times.
Table 5
DTC—Textual Indicators of Assertiveness vs. Modesty (MAS)
Modal Verb/Epistemic
Marker
Able toa

Assertive
(high MAS)
0

Moderately
Assertive
0

Modest
(low MAS)
0

Can/Cannot/Can’t

0

0

0

Certain

0

0

0

Could/Could not/Couldn’t

0

0

0

Have to

0

0

0
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Table 5 Continued

Modal Verb/Epistemic
Marker
Likely/Unlikely

Assertive
(high MAS)
0

Moderately
Assertive
0

Modest
(low MAS)
0

May

0

0

0

Might

0

0

0

Must/Must not/Musn’t

0

0

0

Need to

0

0

0

Ought/Ought not

0

0

0

Possible/Impossible

0

0

0

Probable/Improbable

0

0

0

Shall/Shall not

0

0

0

Should/Should not/
Shouldn’t
Will/Will not/Won’t

0

0

0

5

0

0

Would/Would not

0

0

0

Total

5

0

0

a. “Able to” is not a modal verb; it uses “be” as its main verb followed by the adjective
“able”; however, because this grouping often functions as a modal verb, it is usually
included in grammar lessons as such.
Examination of visual elements yielded no indications of assertiveness. Tables
and charts were presented in modest, muted colors; photos were effective in
demonstrating what the Center does without conveying either assertive or modest traits.
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Table 6
DTC—Visual Indicators of Assertiveness vs. Modesty (MAS)
Visual Element
Table 1. Income
Table 2. Expenses
Table 3. Dogs
Chart 1. Income
Chart 2. Expenses
Photo 1. Dog in working gear
Photo 2. Dog assisting impaired person
Photo 3. Dog assisting two impaired
people
Photo 4. Dogs & people relaxing together
Photo 5. Dog assisting impaired person
Photo 6. Dog & DTC staff assisting
impaired person
Photo 7. Dog assisting two impaired
people
Photo 8. Dog assisting impaired person
Photo 9. Dogs relaxing w/impaired child &
DTC staff
Photo 10. Mother assisting impaired child,
petting dog
Photo 11. DTC staff & impaired child
walking dog
Photo 12. DTC staff & dogs

Assertive
(high MAS)

Modest
(low MAS)
X – muted
colors
X – muted
colors
X – muted
colors
X – muted
colors
X – muted
colors

Neither

X–
neither
X–
neither
X–
neither
X–
neither
X–
neither
X–
neither
X–
neither
X–
neither
X–
neither
X–
neither
X–
neither
X–
neither
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Table 6 Continued
Visual Element
Photo 13. Dog assisting impaired person

Assertive
(high MAS)

Modest
(low MAS)

Photo 14. Dog w/impaired child
Photo 15. Puppy being handled by DTC
staff
Photo 16. Puppy being petted by children
Photo 17. Puppy in training
Photo 18. Puppy relaxing

Neither
X–
neither
X–
neither
X–
neither
X–
neither
X–
neither
X–
neither

Another indicator of MAS is the reverence of financial success versus reverence
of a high quality of life. An examination of textual indicators revealed no reverence of
financial success at all.
Table 7
DTC—Textual Indicators of Financial Success vs. Quality of Life Reverence (MAS)
Reverential Terminologya

Financial Success
(high MAS)
0
0

Quality of Life
(low MAS)
16
80

Number of reverential terms
Number of words used in
reverential terms
Number of sentences
0
10
containing a reverential term
Total sentence count in document = 24
% of sentences containing a reverential term = 66.6%
a
For example: offer help, provide psychological relief, and indispensable helper.
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All of the visual elements in this document were evaluated for their emphasis on
either financial success or quality of life.
Table 8
DTC—Visual Indicators of Financial Success vs. Quality of Life Reverence (MAS)
Visual Element

Financial
Success
(high MAS)
X – income
X – expense

Table 1. Income
Table 2. Expenses
Table 3. Dogs
Chart 1. Income
X – income
Chart 2. Expenses
X – expense
Photo 1. Dog in working gear
Photo 2. Dog assisting impaired person
Photo 3. Dog assisting two impaired people
Photo 4. Dogs & people relaxing together
Photo 5. Dog assisting impaired person
Photo 6. Dog & DTC staff assisting impaired
person
Photo 7. Dog assisting two impaired people
Photo 8. Dog assisting impaired person
Photo 9. Dogs relaxing w/impaired child &
DTC staff
Photo 10. Mother assisting impaired child,
petting dog
Photo 11. DTC staff & impaired child
walking dog
Photo 12. DTC staff & dogs
Photo 13. Dog assisting impaired person
Photo 14. Dog w/impaired child
Photo 15. Puppy being handled by DTC staff
Photo 16. Puppy being petted by children
Photo 17. Puppy in training
Photo 18. Puppy relaxing

Quality of Life
(low MAS)

X – servicing disabled
X – servicing disabled
X – servicing disabled
X – servicing disabled
X – creating happiness
X – servicing disabled
X – servicing disabled
X – servicing disabled
X – servicing disabled
X – servicing disabled
X – servicing disabled
X – servicing disabled
X – servicing disabled
X – servicing disabled
X – servicing disabled
X – servicing disabled
X – creating happiness
X – servicing disabled
X – creating happiness
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DTC score on the DDS for Masculinity = 30.5
Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI): Indicators of uncertainty avoidance are
techniques used to convey information completely and accurately. A high degree of
structure (e.g., headings, subheadings, bulleted lists) indicates a desire to convey
information in a way that is easy to access and easy to understand, thereby avoiding
uncertainty. Ten elements of the DTC document lend themselves to a study of
hierarchical organization – the five textual elements found on pages 6-10, and five of the
visual elements.
Table 9
DTC—Textual/Visual Indicators of Hierarchical Organization (UAI)
Textual/Visual
Element
P6-Events

Headings

Sub-Headings

Third Level
Headings
0

1

0

P7-Events

1

0

0

P8-Pilot Project

1

0

0

P9-Pups

1

0

0

P10-Thanks

1

0

0

Table 1. Income

1

1

0

Table 2. Expenses

0

2

1

Table 3. Dogs

1

0

0

Chart 1. Income

0

0

0

Chart 2. Expenses

0

0

0
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Each visual element was evaluated for its purpose—“informational” or “artistic.”
If the element conveys information of any kind, it is considered informational. A high
proportion of informational elements indicates a desire to convey accurate data, and
therefore a high level of uncertainty avoidance. In this case, all of the twenty-three visual
elements conveyed information of some kind; not one served a more artistic purpose.
Table 10
DTC—Visual Indicators of Informational vs. Artistic Purpose (UAI)
Visual Element
Table 1. Income
Table 2. Expenses
Table 3. Dogs
Chart 1. Income
Chart 2. Expenses
Photo 1. Dog in working gear
Photo 2. Dog assisting impaired
person
Photo 3. Dog assisting two
impaired people
Photo 4. Dogs & people relaxing
together
Photo 5. Dog assisting impaired
person
Photo 6. Dog & DTC staff
assisting impaired person
Photo 7. Dog assisting two
impaired people
Photo 8. Dog assisting impaired
person
Photo 9. Dogs relaxing w/impaired
child & DTC staff
Photo 10. Mother assisting
impaired child, petting dog

Informational
(high UAI)
X – financial information
X – financial information
X – statistics of success stories
X – financial information
X – financial information
X – demonstration of dogs’ abilities
X – demonstration of dogs’ abilities
X – demonstration of dogs’ abilities
X – demonstration of dogs’ abilities
X – demonstration of dogs’ abilities
X – demonstration of dogs’ abilities
X – demonstration of dogs’ abilities
X – demonstration of dogs’ abilities
X – demonstration of dogs’ abilities
X – demonstration of dogs’ abilities

Artistic
(low UAI)
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Table 10 Continued
Visual Element
Photo 11. DTC staff & impaired
child walking dog
Photo 12. DTC staff & dogs
Photo 13. Dog assisting impaired
person
Photo 14. Dog w/impaired child
Photo 15. Puppy being handled by
DTC staff
Photo 16. Puppy being petted by
children
Photo 17. Puppy in training
Photo 18. Puppy relaxing

Informational
(high UAI)
X – demonstration of dogs’ abilities

Artistic
(low UAI)

X – demonstration of dogs’ abilities
X – demonstration of dogs’ abilities
X – demonstration of dogs’ abilities
X – demonstration of dogs’ training
X – demonstration of dogs’ training
X – demonstration of dogs’ training
X – demonstration of dogs’ training

DTC score on the DDS for Uncertainty Avoidance = 56.9
Long-Term Orientation (LTO): Evidence of long-term orientation was searched
for by examining the textual elements for statements of the DTC’s future actions or
intentions. This examination yielded five specific references to the future, in regards to
three different topics. The first topic, with two future adverbials, expressed hope that
participants of a DTC educational event would find themselves behaving differently in
the future as a result of the learning achieved: “We hope that guests of the event will not
remain indifferent and, if they encounter a visually impaired person in the street, will
react with understanding and offer help if necessary.” The second topic, also with two
references to the future, describes the next steps of a pilot project being described in the
text: “In 2014, the project will be summed up, and a decision will be taken about its
further development.” The final reference to the future describes what’s next for the
puppies being shown on the page: “In 2014-2015, they will finish training and become
guide dogs and therapy dogs, someone’s indispensable helpers.”
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Examination of visual elements for evidence of long-term orientation yielded no
results.
DTC score on the DDS for Long-Term Orientation = 25
Indulgence versus Restraint (IVR): The IVR dimension was explored by
searching textual elements and visual elements for evidence of a pursuit of leisure and
fun and evidence of a luxurious lifestyle. No such evidence was found.
DTC score on the DDS for Indulgence versus Restraint = 0
American Document: 2013 Annual Report of the YMCA of Snohomish County
Description and Analysis of Content, Organization and Design
Description: The YMCA of Snohomish County’s document totals eight pages,
including a full-color cover page and a back page that gives contact information for every
branch in its Association, along with a complete list of each branch’s board of directors
and the Association’s Board of Trustees. Its purpose is not explicitly stated, but the entire
document is geared toward informing the reader of two things: first, how the YMCA
fulfills its commitments to youth development, healthy living, and social responsibility;
and second, its general financial ledger for 2013. The overall tone of the YMCA’s
Annual Report is informal: a professional, but approachable manner conveyed by
minimal text in a sans serif font and liberal use of colorful photos, charts, graphs,
infographics, and lists. The photo of the Association’s CEO and its Board Chair, a man
and a woman, respectively, positions them as equals; both are dressed in business attire,
with neither positioned above or in front of the other. No honorifics are used, and the
information is presented using the collective “we.”
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Content and Organization: Of particular note is the emphasis given to the
amount of money that the YMCA gave to the community in the form of membership
subsidies: over $2 million. This information is repeated four times, in various forms—
twice mentioned in text, once depicted as a line item in the financial report, and once as
part of an infographic demonstrating the Y’s actions of social responsibility. Also
repeated is acknowledgement of the Y’s principal donors—a page and a half, or 18.7% of
the entire document, is used to list the names of individuals and companies that have
made significant donations to the organization.
Over half of the text in the Annual Report is a letter from the CEO and the
Association Board Chair; the rest of the document’s blocks of text is comprised of brief
descriptions of the annual fundraising campaign and endowment fund, and a “volunteer
impact” story. Readability of these three sections breaks down as follows:

Table 11
YMCA—Readability Analysis of Text
Textual Element
Total character
count
Total word count
Percent of total text
in document
Average characters
per word
Average syllables
per word
Average words
per sentence

CEO/Chair
letter
2598

Descriptions of fundraising
campaign & endowment fund
1145

Volunteer
Impact story
646

506
59%

228
26%

140
15%

5.1

5

4.6

1.7

1.7

1.6

23

28.5

15.6
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Table 11 Continued
Textual Element

CEO/Chair
letter
39.2

Descriptions of fundraising
campaign & endowment fund
33.2

Flesch-Kincaid
Reading Ease score
13.5
15.7
Flesch-Kincaid
Grade Level score
Source: Readability-Score.com. GitHub.com. Web. 04 Oct. 2015.

Volunteer
Impact story
59.9
8.8

These figures indicate that the CEO/Chair’s letter and the descriptions of financial
matters are written with a considerably higher reading level than the volunteer impact
story: using longer sentences and slightly larger words, they received a lower FleschKincaid Reading Ease score (where 100% indicates the highest reading ease) and higher
Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level score (where the number indicates the grade level difficulty
of the text, as based on the American education system).
No explicit thanks for the reader’s attention was found, but gratitude was
expressed for the reader’s contributions to the YMCA and its efforts through donations of
time, money, and advocacy.
Design: When examining the document, it was noted that visual elements
(photos, charts, graphs, infographics, lists, and design features of textual elements) are
prominent. All visual elements are presented in a professional and approachable manner:
elements with corners are softened with rounded edges, liberal use of vibrant colors
conveys energy, and graphs and charts are clearly labeled. Of the five photos, one
features the CEO and Board of Trustees Chair looking professional, and three feature
children engaged in an activity that clearly conveys the benefits of the YMCA; all of
these photos are clearly placed close to relevant text, without captions. The fifth photo,
however, features a smiling adult female holding a bunch of large carrots, and is placed
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on the page that includes the financial report (a table of numbers and pictorial pie charts)
and the organizational growth report (a colorful bar graph). There is no caption, and no
direct correlation between the photo of the woman holding carrots and the information on
the page.
Of the Annual Report’s eight pages, only one does not feature an eye-catching
visual element; instead, it is the first part of a list of the YMCA’s most notable donors.
The list concludes on the next page and is immediately followed by the Volunteer Impact
story, which is highlighted by a colored background and a photo.
Analysis of Indicators of Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions
Finally, the YMCA of Snohomish County’s 2013 Annual Report was examined
through the lens of Hofstede’s six cultural dimensions: Power Distance, Individualism,
Masculinity, Uncertainty Avoidance, Long-Term Orientation, and Indulgence versus
Restraint.
Power Distance (PDI): As stated above, the text of the Annual Report is informal
in tone; there is no use of honorifics or directives in the text, even within the relatively
more complex sections of the CEO/Chair letter and the descriptions of the fundraising
campaign and endowment fund. The five photos in the document continue this tone of
informality and equivalence: the CEO and Board Chair are presented as visual equals,
with their first-name-only signature above their names; three other photos show only a
single person, each looking at the camera in an equitable and engaging manner; the final
photo shows a small child focusing on an abacus. Other visuals – charts, graphs,
infographics, lists, and design features of textual elements – invite interaction with their
bright colors, sans serif fonts, and intentionally varying sizes.
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The only part of the document that implies a ranking of people in any way is the
long list of significant donors. The list, which requires four columns of relatively small
print over a page and a half, divides the donors into groups based upon the amount of
money contributed. Every person or organization listed contributed a minimum of $1,000
to the YMCA in the previous year, earning membership in the “Chair’s Round Table.”
YMCA score on the DDS for Power Distance = 10
Individualism (IDV): The dimension of Individualism was explored by
examining the text’s pronoun usage for indicators of individual or collective voice, and
examining photos for relative distance between individuals and emphasis on individualist
or collectivist presentation. Of the forty-five pronouns used in the text, thirty-seven were
in the first or second person plural voice, speaking directly to the reader in an inclusive,
collective tone; of the remaining eight pronouns, all third person, seven were used to
describe the little girl featured in the Volunteer Impact story.
Table 12
YMCA—Pronoun Indicators of Individualism (IDV)
Pronouns Used
1st person singular
(I)
st
1 person plural
(our, we, us)
nd
2 person
singular/plural
(you, your)
rd
3 person singular
(she, her)
rd
3 person plural
(their)

Occurrences in
Text
1
33
3
7
1

Note on Usage
Used within direct quotation from little girl
featured in the Volunteer Impact story
28 of the 33 uses were in the CEO/Chair’s
letter addressing the reader directly
All instances were used in the CEO/Chair’s
letter, and can be read as either singular or
plural
All instances referred to the little girl
featured in the Volunteer Impact story
This was used to describe contributors to the
YMCA’s Endowment Fund
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The five photos presented a mixed emphasis on both individualism and
collectivism: the photo of the CEO and Board of Trustees Chair is the only one featuring
more than one person and the only one featuring the Y’s staff; it presents the Y’s staff as
an egalitarian entity, unified in its efforts. The other photos feature individual
beneficiaries of those efforts—three children and one adult, each engaged in a highly
individualistic activity or pose.
YMCA score on the DDS for Individualism = 60
Masculinity (MAS): Hofstede’s dimension of Masculinity describes the degree
of emphasis on assertiveness versus modesty, and the degree of emphasis on financial
success versus quality of life. The former was explored by examining the documents’ use
of various modal verbs and epistemic markers within the text and visual cues within the
images; the latter was evaluated by examining text and visuals for a reverence of
financial success or reverence of quality of life.
When the text was examined for modal verbs and epistemic markers, a total of
nine were found: two fell on the decidedly masculine side of the continuum, one fell on
the decidedly feminine side, and six were in between.
Table 13
YMCA—Textual Indicators of Assertiveness vs. Modesty (MAS)
Modal Verb/Epistemic
Marker
Able toa

Assertive
(high MAS)
0

Moderately
Assertive
4

Modest
(low MAS)
0

Can/Cannot/Can’t

0

2

0

Certain

0

0

0
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Table 23 Continued
Modal Verb/Epistemic
Marker
Could/Could not/Couldn’t

Assertive
(high MAS)
0

Moderately
Assertive
0

Modest
(low MAS)
0

Have to

0

0

0

Likely/Unlikely

0

0

0

May

0

0

1

Might

0

0

0

Must/Must not/Musn’t

0

0

0

Need to

0

0

0

Ought/Ought not

0

0

0

Possible/Impossible

0

0

0

Probable/Improbable

0

0

0

Shall/Shall not

0

0

0

Should/Should not/
Shouldn’t
Will/Will not/Won’t

0

0

0

1

0

0

Would/Would not

1

0

0

a. ”Able to” is not a modal verb; it uses “be” as its main verb followed by the
adjective “able”; however, because this grouping often functions as a modal
verb, it is usually included in grammar lessons as such.

Visual cues of assertiveness – implications of strength, authority, boldness and the
like – were found in every visual element of the YMCA’s document.
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Table 14
YMCA—Visual Indicators of Assertiveness vs. Modesty (MAS)
Visual Element

Assertiveness (high MAS)

Photo 1. Superman

X – strength

Photo 2. CEO/Chair

X – authority

Photo 3. Woman with carrots

X – productivity

Photo 4. Girl with abacus

X – usefulness

Photo 5. Girl in karate stance

X – self-reliance

Chart/Graph 1. Revenue (chart)

X – bold, bright colors

Chart/Graph 2. Revenue (graph) X – bold, bright colors
Chart/Graph 3. Expenses (chart) X – bold, bright colors
Chart/Graph 4. Expenses
(graph)
Chart/Graph 5. Fundraising
(chart)
Infographic 1. Community
impact
Infographic 2. Youth
development
Infographic 3. Healthy living
Infographic 4. Social
Responsibility
List 1. Chair’s Round Table
List 2. Board Members
Design Features used with Text
(e.g. font, headings, callout
boxes)

X – bold, bright colors
X – bold, bright colors
X – high-contrast sans serif fonts, bold
colors
X – high-contrast sans serif fonts, bold
colors
X – high-contrast sans serif fonts, bold
colors
X – high-contrast sans serif fonts, bold
colors
X – ranked order of donors
X – high-contrast sans serif fonts, bold
color
X – high-contrast sans serif fonts, bold
colors

Modesty
(low
MAS)
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Eighty terms within the textual portions of the document were determined to be
reverent of either financial success or a high quality of life; of these eighty, all but five
are reverent of a high quality of life. It is notable that, of the five terms that are reverent
of financial success, all are moderated by being used within the context of a quality of
life phrase, either by being physically part of it (e.g., “provided $85,000 in financial
support), or by implying a quality of life outcome for the financial success being revered
(e.g., “contributed $1,264,201 to the 2013 Annual Campaign). All thirty-nine sentences
within the textual portions of the document contain at least one term reverential of a high
quality of life.
Table 15
YMCA—Textual Indicators of Financial Success vs. Quality of Life Reverence
(MAS)
Reverential Terminologya

Financial Success
(high MAS)
5

Quality of Life
(low MAS)
75

Number of reverential
terms
Number of words used in
38
275
reverential terms
Number of sentences
5
39
containing a reverential
term
a.
E.g.: nurturing potential, assistance, and provided $85,000 of financial support.
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Examining the YMCA document for visual cues of reverence of financial success
or quality of life revealed a balance of both, with nine of the seventeen visual elements
falling on the high masculine side of the continuum.
Table 16
YMCA—Visual Indicators of Financial Success vs. Quality of Life Reverence
(MAS)
Visual Element
Photo 1. Superman
Photo 2. CEO/Chair
Photo 3. Woman with carrots
Photo 4. Girl with abacus
Photo 5. Girl in karate stance
Chart/Graph 1. Revenue (chart)
Chart/Graph 2. Revenue (graph)
Chart/Graph 3. Expenses (chart)
Chart/Graph 4. Expenses
(graph)
Chart/Graph 5. Fundraising
(chart)
Infographic 1. Community
impact
Infographic 2. Youth
development
Infographic 3. Healthy living
Infographic 4. Social
Responsibility
List 1. Chair’s Round Table
List 2. Board Members
Design Features used with Text
(e.g. font, headings, callout
boxes)

Financial Success
(high MAS)
X – business
X – numbers, productivity
X – financial information
X – financial information
X – financial information
X – financial information

Quality of Life
(low MAS)
X – vitality
X – health, abundance
X – self-reliance

X – financial information
X – community impact
X – youth development
X – financial information
X – financial rankings

X – healthy living

X –stewardship
X – vitality, health
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YMCA score on the DDS for Masculinity = 65
Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI): As described earlier, a high degree of structure
(e.g., headings, subheadings, bulleted lists) indicates a desire to avoid uncertainty by
conveying information in a way that is easy to access and easy to understand. The three
textual elements of this document and two of its visual elements (the lists) lend
themselves to a study of hierarchical organization. The results reveal a low UAI for
textual elements and a high UAI for visual elements, with the visual elements utilizing so
much structure that third-level headings were employed.
Table 17
YMCA—Textual/Visual Indicators of Hierarchical Organization (UAI)
Textual/Visual Element

Headings

Sub-Headings

Third-Level
Headings
0
0

CEO/Chair letter
Descriptions of fundraising
campaign and endowment fund
Volunteer Impact Story

1
1

0
0

1

0

0

List 1. Chair’s Round Table

1

9

38

List 2. Board Members

1

7

5

Again, each visual element was evaluated for its purpose to create a ratio of
“informational” elements to “artistic” elements, with a high proportion of informational
elements indicating a desire to convey accurate information, and therefore a high level of
uncertainty avoidance. Six of the seventeen visual elements were evaluated as artistic.
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Table 18
YMCA—Visual Indicators of Informational vs. Artistic Purpose (UAI)
Visual Element
Photo 1. Superman

Informational
(high UAI)

Photo 2. CEO/Chair
Photo 3. Woman with carrots
Photo 4. Girl with abacus
Photo 5. Girl in karate stance
Chart/Graph 1. Revenue (chart)
Chart/Graph 2. Revenue (graph)
Chart/Graph 3. Expenses (chart)
Chart/Graph 4. Expenses
(graph)
Chart/Graph 5. Fundraising
(chart)
Infographic 1. Community
impact
Infographic 2. Youth
development
Infographic 3. Healthy living
Infographic 4. Social
Responsibility
List 1. Chair’s Round Table
List 2. Board Members
Design Features used with Text
(e.g. font, headings, callout
boxes)

X – financial information
X – financial information
X – financial information
X – financial information

Artistic
(low UAI)
X – no
information
X – no
information
X – no
information
X – no
information
X – no
information

X – financial information
X – community impact statistics
X – youth development statistics
X – healthy living statistics
X – financial information
X – donor identity, level of
contribution
X – board names and members

YMCA score on the DDS for Uncertainty Avoidance = 72.2

X – no
information
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Long-Term Orientation (LTO): Long-term orientation, or future-thinking words
and actions, were measured by examining the textual elements for future adverbials and
examining the visual elements for any indication of a look to the future. The examination
of textual elements yielded one result: within the description of the endowment fund, the
phrase “years to come” was used to describe how contributions to the fund would have a
lasting impact. The examination of the visual elements yielded no results.
YMCA score on the DDS for Long-Term Orientation = 1
Indulgence versus Restraint (IVR): IVR was searched for by examining the
document’s text for references to the pursuit of leisure and fun. While some of the
YMCA programs described in the document target a basic need of a subset of the
community and therefore are not evidence of a pursuit of leisure and fun, some of the
programs described target the general promotion of well-being to the public via leisurely
and fun activities. Focusing on these descriptions, eight evidential phrases were found in
the document, all within the CEO/Chair letter section.
Table 19
YMCA—Textual Indicators of Pursuing Leisure, Fun, or Luxury (IVR)
Textual Element
Number of
phrases found as
evidence of
Pursuit of
Leisure, Fun or
Luxury (high
IVR)

CEO/Chair Descriptions of
Volunteer Impact
letter
fundraising campaign and story
endowment fund
8
0
0
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Visual elements were examined for references to the pursuit of leisure and fun,
and for evidence of a luxurious lifestyle. Photographs are the only visual element of
relevance in this case, and of the five photos in the YMCA document, two were found to
be promoting the pursuit of fun as a value.
Table 20
YMCA—Visual Indicators of Pursuing Leisure, Fun, or Luxury (IVR)
Visual Element
Photo 1. Superman
Photo 2. CEO/Chair
Photo 3. Woman with carrots
Photo 4. Girl with abacus
Photo 5. Girl in karate stance

Evidence of Pursuit of Leisure, Fun or Luxury
(high IVR)
X – leisure time spent in costume play

X – leisure time spent on a sport

YMCA score on the DDS for Indulgence versus Restraint = 40
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DISCUSSION
In an attempt to discover the effect of culture on business documents, two annual
reports produced by nonprofit organizations—one from the Russian Federation and one
from the United States—were examined. Content, organization, and design were
analyzed for cultural indicators through the lens of Geert Hofstede’s six cultural
dimensions, as outlined in Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind, which he
co-authored with Gert Jan Hofstede and Michael Minkov.
Table 21
Russia and USA’s Scores on Hofstede’s Six Cultural Dimension Indexes 12
PDI

IDV

MAS

UAI

LTO

IVR

Russia

88.2

38.8

29.5

83.7

81

20

USA

31.2

100

54.3

36.5

26

68

As noted earlier, the inherent nature of a nonprofit—the “author” of both annual
reports in this study—is decidedly collectivist, feminine, and forward-looking, which will
have an obvious effect on scores for Individualism (IDV), Masculinity (MAS), and LongTerm Orientation (LTO). Additionally, the inherent nature of an annual report—a result
of its purpose to both inform people and inspire their goodwill—is decidedly egalitarian,
12

Index ranges for PDI, IDV, MAS, and UAI were coverted from Hofstede’s original

ranges to reflect a uniform range of 0-100, for the purpose of more correspondent
comparison to LTO, IVR, and the subjects of this study using the Document Dimensional
Scale. Refer to Software of the Mind for the original index ranges and scores.
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collectivist, masculine, seeking to be understood, and backward-looking, affecting all of
Hofstede’s six dimensions save Indulgence versus Restraint (IVR).
This chapter builds upon the Findings chapter by using the Document
Dimensional Scale and the indexes in Software of the Mind to compare each document’s
findings to each other and to its country’s dimensional rankings. This chapter asks: what
can we learn from comparing the cultural indicators found in these documents to each
other and to the country-specific cultural indicators found in Software of the Mind?
Comparing Findings by Dimension
Power Distance (PDI)
Power distance is described by Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov as the level of
expectation and acceptance within a culture that power is unevenly distributed among its
members.
My examination of the Dog Training Center’s Annual Report showed no explicit
indicator of any power distance: the textual elements—through their relative ease of
reading, informal vocabularies, and lack of directives or honorifics—imply no difference
in power between the authors of the document and its readers, and the visual elements—
through their lack of rankings in tables and charts and lack of evident social classes
between the people in photographs—imply no difference in power between the Dog
Training Center’s staff and its clients. Even though some of the photos show DTC staff or
a caregiver assisting a client with their DTC dog, it is presented with an air of positivity
and equality: assistance is being offered and accepted between two people who appear to
be of the same social class, without power imbalance. Overall, the Russian document has
a very low indication of power distance, scoring a 0 on the Document Dimensional Scale.
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As a country, however, Russia scores high on the Power Distance Index, scoring
88.2 and ranking fifth of 76 countries. While it seems obvious to attribute the difference
to the inherently egalitarian nature of a nonprofit, we must also recall that Bergelson’s
study notes the different cultural traits within the Russian Federation as it reconciles
traditional, Soviet, and westernized values acquired within its recent societal history.
Bergelson’s “Russian Cultural Traits and Values” chart specifically documents each subculture’s opinions of authority: Russian traditionalists have a “strong suspicion of
authority,” while Soviet-cultured Russians regard vertical hierarchy as “most orderly and
effective,” and westernized Russians feel that “the less authority interfere with people,
the better” (111). Determining whether the Dog Training Center staff and its documents
are grounded in traditional, Soviet, or westernized values is beyond the scope of this
study, but it should be noted that these values have a wide range of accepted societal
power distance.
The American YMCA document also scored a low ranking on the DDS for PDI,
with a numerical value of 10. Its entire presentation is geared toward informing its reader
as an equal; even the relatively higher reading level of the textual elements uses no
honorifics or directives, or anything else indicating a power distance between the
organization and the document’s readers, or between the organization and its
beneficiaries. Visual elements are presented in an inviting manner, with bright colors,
simple fonts, and engaging photos. The ranked listing of significant donors does present
levels of power, but the levels are simply named and presented, and thusly the rankings
feel more like an organizational tool than a demonstration of actual power levels. The
low PDI ranking for the document correlates with the United States’ relatively low PDI
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ranking in Software of the Mind – ranking 60th of 76 countries with a score of 31.2 on the
Power Distance Index.
Together, the documents present a much lower representation of PDI relative to
their origin countries: the DTC document’s PDI is drastically lower than Russia’s overall
PDI rating, while the YMCA document’s PDI is somewhat lower than the United States’
overall rating. This may be due to a nonprofit’s inherently egalitarian nature, which
would naturally produce a document with a PDI lower than that of its origin country; this
may have been exacerbated in Russia, as Bergelson suggests, due to a mixture of cultural
values within the Russian Federation.
Table 22
PDI—Comparison of Hofstede’s PDI Index Scores to Document Dimensional Scores
of Russia and USA
PDI
Index range 0-100
DDS range 0-100
Index
DDS
Russia

88.2

0

USA

31.2

10

Individualism (IDV)
The Individualism Index measures the role of the individual versus the role of the
group; to what extent does an individual carry responsibility only for one’s self and
immediate family versus a collectivist responsibility for extended family or other larger
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in-group? Because the very existence of a nonprofit organization exemplifies
collectivism, I anticipated the discovery of a collectivist bias, and expected each
document to score lower for Individualism than its respective origin country. This proved
to be the case.
The DTC document reflects an almost unanimously collectivist score on every
textual and visual element studied. Of the twenty-eight relevant elements studied, only
five made any reference to an “outsider.” These five were third-person plural pronouns
used to refer to guests at a DTC event. There were no other contextual references to
“otherness”; indeed, all references to the guests are exceedingly polite and express
gratitude for their attendance at the DTC event, thus implying a desire for the guests to
get involved with the DTC and become an “insider.” For this reason, the DTC document
scored a very low 2.3 for Individualism on the DDS.
Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov’s studies ranked Russia as midway on their IDV
index—scoring 38.8, and placing 40th of the 76 countries ranked. I found the variation
between the document’s very low score and the country of origin’s mid-level score to be
a reasonable variation, again considering the highly collectivist nature of a nonprofit’s
goals: in this case, the Dog Training Center is attempting to extend responsibility for an
in-group that includes disabled people. It makes sense that the annual report exhibits a
collectivist approach, as it illustrates the financial and practical ways in which they go
about accomplishing this goal.
Similarly, the American document’s goal is to extend responsibility for an ingroup that includes the entire community within which a YMCA branch or affiliate
exists. However, this document leans more toward an individualist approach than the
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DTC document, reflecting the more individualist nature of its origin country. The
YMCA’s annual report used very collectivist language in its text, with only 8 of 45
pronouns used being third-person. Of those, 7 were in reference to a young girl being
described in a Volunteer Impact story – a story that honors the girl’s go-getting
individualist approach to a collectivist problem (raising money for the YMCA).
Interestingly, the visual elements of the YMCA document were much more individualist
than the text: 4 of the 5 photos featured a single person engaged in a highly
individualistic activity or pose. Of particular note is the cover of the annual report – a full
page color photo of a child in a Superman costume, Superman being the embodiment of
individual power. Taking the mostly collectivist nature of the text together with the very
individualistic visuals, the YMCA document scored a mixed ranking of 60 on the DDS
for Individualism. The USA ranked the highest of 76 countries for IDV in Software of the
Mind, with a score of 100.
Looking at all of the IDV data together, we see that Russia scores midway on the
Software of the Mind IDV rankings and the DTC document scores low on the SDS
rankings, with a difference of 36.5; similarly, the USA scores very high on the Software
of the Mind IDV rankings and the YMCA document scores midway on the SDS rankings,
with a difference of 40. Each document is the essentially the same distance lower on the
scale than that of its origin country, reflecting the influence of the origin country’s IDV
culture upon the collectivist document.
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Table 23
IDV—Comparison of Hofstede’s IDV Index Scores to Document Dimensional
Scores of Russia and USA
IDV
Index range 0-100
DDS range 0-100
Index
DDS
Russia

38.8

2.3

USA

100

60

Masculinity (MAS)
As clarified earlier, the Masculinity Index was named such because it was the
only dimension, throughout decades of study, on which male and female study
participants consistently differed, regardless of culture or country of origin. MAS
measures how distinctly an entity – such as a culture or a document – emphasizes
achieving financial success (an assertive or “masculine” approach) or achieving a high
quality of life (a modest or “feminine” approach). To measure these traits within the
annual reports, both textual and visual elements of the documents were examined for
assertiveness vs. modesty and reverence of financial success vs. reverence of quality of
life. An annual report makes for an interesting subject for studying MAS: such a report is
by definition “masculine” in its focus on financial matters, but a nonprofit is inherently
“feminine” in its focus on improving quality of life.
In the case of the Dog Training Center’s annual report, only textual indicators of
assertiveness showed strong masculinity; all other elements indicated very low
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masculinity, or none at all. The result was an overall score of 30.5 on the Document
Dimensional Scale. This compares very well with the Russian Federation’s score of 29.5
on the MAS index in Software of the Mind.
In the American document, textual and visual indicators of assertiveness vs.
modesty and reverence of financial success vs. reverence of quality of life leaned heavily
toward one or the other, resulting in a balance of both. To illustrate: 100% of the visual
elements of the document contained imagery or graphics evaluated as assertive rather
than modest, and 100% of the sentences in the text contained a term revering quality of
life (although 12.8% also contained a term revering financial success). Taken together,
the result was a score of 65 on the Document Dimensional Scale – a score that is close to,
if slightly more masculine than, the USA’s score of 54.3 on the MAS index in Software
of the Mind.
These two countries score quite differently on the MAS index indicated in
Software of the Mind, with Russia on the feminine side and the United States on the
masculine side; and each produced a document very close to its MAS score. This
indicates that, despite the dual nature of nonprofit annual reports which could have taken
either a strongly masculine or strongly feminine approach, the country’s culture had a
strong influence on the MAS level of its document.
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Table 24
MAS—Comparison of Hofstede’s MAS Index Scores to Document Dimensional
Scores of Russia and USA
MAS
Index range 0-100
DDS range 0-100
Index
DDS
Russia

29.5

30.5

USA

54.3

65

Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI)
Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov describe the Uncertainty Avoidance Index as a
measure of the anxiety produced by an unknown or ambiguous situation. Documents with
a high UAI convey large amounts of data with little or no extraneous text or visuals. They
can also be expected to employ a lot of structure; “rules” for ensuring that the document
is clearly understood, whether via structured text – for example, utilizing a lot of
headings and sub-headings and even third-level headings – or structured visual element
such as tables and charts. Gerritsen, Nederstigt, and Orlandini’s study found that the
German version of ibuprofen leaflets’ word count, structural hierarchy, terminology, and
list of risks reflected Germany’s high UAI score, even when compared to the same
leaflets produced in nearby, low-UAI Netherlands.
According to Software of the Mind, the Russian Federation demonstrates fairly
high uncertainty avoidance; it scored 83.7 on the UAI and ranks 7 th of 76 countries in the
survey. The Dog Training Center document is less focused on avoiding uncertainty,
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particularly in the textual elements. Visual elements, however, were highly informational
in nature; even the photographs of the dogs were more intended to send a specific
informational message (perhaps demonstrating the dogs’ abilities, or their training
program) than to provide an aesthetic element to the document. Taking the low avoidance
of uncertainty in the text together with the very high avoidance of uncertainty in the
visuals produced a DDS score of 56.9 for the Dog Training Center’s annual report.
The YMCA annual report scored even higher, earning a 72.2 in uncertainty
avoidance. This was surprising, considering that, as a country, the USA scores only 36.5
on Hofstede’s UAI. Textual elements displayed a high degree of structure with as many
as 43 third-level headings, and two-thirds of visual elements were evaluated as being of
an informational, rather than aesthetic, nature.
In terms of uncertainty avoidance, it seems that culture had little influence upon
the production of these annual reports: both documents differed significantly from its
country in this trait, and in different directions.
Table 25
UAI—Comparison of Hofstede’s UAI Index Scores to Document Dimensional
Scores of Russia and USA
UAI
Index range 0-100
DDS range 0-100
Index
DDS
Russia

83.7

56.9

USA

36.5

72.2
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Long-Term Orientation (LTO)
Long-Term Orientation, or the tendency to foster virtues with future rewards, is
another dimension in which the study of an annual report presents a specific dichotomy:
an annual report is an inherently backward-looking document, but nonprofits are
inherently forward-looking entities. This raises the interesting question of whether the
culture from which the annual report is produced will swing the balance toward one
direction; and because Russia has a relatively high LTO, scoring 81 out of 100 on the
index, and the United States has a relatively low LTO, scoring 26 on the index, the two
documents in this study are good candidates for answering that question.
As it turns out, both documents scored on the low end of Document Dimensional
Scale; the DTC’s annual report scored 25, and the YMCA’s annual report scored 1. The
DTC’s report mentioned the future five times, but with a short-term rather than long-term
focus; the YMCA’s report had but one forward-looking phrase. While the documents
maintained their rankings relative to each other – with Russia having the higher score –
the difference is much less pronounced between the documents than between the culture
of the origin countries. It is possible that the Russian document was produced by a very
low LTO sub-culture identified by Bergelson, thus accounting for some of the
pronounced drop in score, but that is impossible to confirm. It does seem, however, that a
cultural tendency to look forward only lightly tempers the report’s requirement to look
backward.
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Table 26
LTO—Comparison of Hofstede’s LTO Index Scores to Document Dimensional
Scores of Russia and USA
LTO
Index range 0-100
DDS range 0-100
Index
DDS
Russia

81

25

USA

26

1

Indulgence vs. Restraint (IVR)
The value that a culture places upon pursuing leisure, luxury, and fun is measured
by the IVR. Both documents were examined for textual or visual evidence of such
pursuits; in the document from Russia, no such evidence was found, and thus it scored 0
on the DDS. In the case of the American document, however, it is much more difficult to
classify what may or may not be such evidence. The difference between the two
documents lies in the difference between the missions of their organizations.
The Dog Training Center is focused upon addressing the basic needs of a very
well-defined targeted group – they train dogs to enable people with disabilities to be more
independent in their day-to-day lives. The YMCA’s mission, however, is much broader:
“to inspire, nurture, and strengthen culturally vibrant communities through youth
development, healthy living, and social responsibility.” The needs fulfilled by the
YMCA, while real and significant, are very broad, often encompassing entire
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communities. Additionally, the programs through which it pursues its missions are many
in number and some target a specific, basic need while others do not.
In order to assess evidence of indulgence versus restraint in the YMCA’s annual
report, I had to first establish a relevant criteria for what constituted a “pursuit of leisure,
luxury, and fun.” I decided to draw the line between document elements describing
programs available to the general public and the overall purpose of the YMCA and
elements describing programs targeted to a specific group of people and meeting a
specific basic need. With this line drawn, phrases and images like “promoting healthy
living” and “nurturing the potential of children” were considered to be indulgent, while
those like “support for deserving students facing significant obstacles” or describing a
cancer survivor fitness program were not.
With these criteria, an examination of the YMCA’s annual report discovered eight
phrases promoting the public’s well-being via “leisurely” and “fun” activities;
additionally, 2 of the 5 photographs in the document were evaluated as promoting the
pursuit of “fun” as a value. With this in mind, the YMCA document was given a score of
40 on the Document Dimensional Scale for IVR.
As it turns out, when compared with the Dog Training Center’s document, this
assessment aligns with the two countries’ rankings on Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov’s
IVR index, with the Russian Federation much closer to the “restraint” side of the
spectrum, scoring only 20 on the index and ranking 77th of 93 countries, and the United
States closer to the “indulgence” side with a score of 68 on the index and ranking 17 th.
It should be noted that I felt considerably uncomfortable designating some of a
nonprofit organization’s efforts as “indulgent.” The nonprofit in this instance, the
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YMCA, is a charitable organization existing to provide health and well-being services to
a community’s general public; I personally do not find this to be an “indulgent” pursuit,
and would be hard-pressed to apply that label to any legitimate nonprofit’s efforts. I am,
however, fully aware that I bring an American perspective to this very subjective task.
Other countries and cultures, especially those struggling for its very survival, may very
well consider the pursuit of “health and well-being” to be indulgent – how can the need
for well-being not feel indulgent compared to, for example, the need for food, water, or
escape from violence? Therefore, it is necessary to keep this in mind when reviewing the
IVR results.
Table 27
IVR—Comparison of Hofstede’s IVR Index Scores to Document Dimensional
Scores of Russia and USA
IVR
Index range 0-100
DDS range 0-100
Index
DDS
Russia

20

0

USA

68

40
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Putting it All Together
Table 28
Comparison of Russia and USA’s Scores on Hofstede’s Six Cultural Dimension
Indexes to Document Dimensional Scores
PDI

IDV

MAS

UAI

LTO

IVR

Index

DDS

Index

DDS

Index

DDS

Index

DDS

Index

DDS

Index

DDS

Russia

88.2

0

38.8

2.3

29.5

30.5

83.7

56.9

81

25

20

0

USA

31.2

10

91

60

54.3

65

36.5

72.2

26

1

68

40

Hofstede’s Index ranges and DDS ranges are 0-100.

Because the Russian Federation and the United States of America score so
differently on Hofstede’s six cultural dimensions, analysis of annual reports produced in
those countries provide illumination on the effect of culture in their production. A
comparison of the documents’ DDS scores to the countries’ scores on Hofstede’s cultural
dimension indexes sheds light on whether the documents’ similar purposes are expressed
similarly across cultural differences, or whether the cultures dictate expression in
different ways.
For Masculinity (MAS), both annual reports ranked on the DDS at about the same
place their origin country ranked on the respective index. Because Russia and the United
States score very differently on this index, it can be concluded that each country’s culture
had significant influence on the nature of its document with regards to its “masculinity”
and “femininity” as described by Hofstede.
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Strong cultural influence was also indicated on each document’s scores for
Individualism (IDV) and Indulgence versus Restraint (IVR), as each document scored the
same relative distance lower on the DDS than its respective country did in Software of the
Mind. An annual report is an inherently collectivist document, and it was found that both
documents ranked equally lower for Individualism than their respective countries: Russia,
a moderately collectivist country, produced an annual report that ranked as very
collectivist; the USA, a very individualistic country, produced an annual report that
ranked as only moderately individualist. Likewise, Russia’s scores for IVR went from
relatively low in Software of the Mind to nonexistent on the DDS, and the United States’
IVR scores went from mid-high to mid-low. These corresponding drops indicate that
each country’s culture had an equal influence on its document’s expression of
individualism and indulgence/restraint.
Similarly, but less strongly, Russian and American cultures influenced the
expression of Long-Term Orientation (LTO) in their documents. As a nation, Russia
demonstrates a much higher tendency to foster virtues with future rewards than does the
United States. Its annual report also demonstrated this tendency more strongly than did
the American annual report, but both scores were quite low overall. In this case, an
annual report’s inherent focus on the past is only moderately tempered by cultural
influence.
The influence of power distance perceptions was more difficult to ascertain—
although both documents scored lower on the DDS than did their countries for PDI, the
difference was much more pronounced in the Russian document. Whether this is due to
an influential sub-culture cannot be determined by this study.
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It is interesting to consider what effect, if any, the Russian sub-cultures identified
by Bergelson (traditional, Soviet, and Westernized) had on the Dog Training Center
document. I earlier identified PDI, IDV, LTO, and IVR as the dimensions with
correlations in Bergelson’s “Russian Cultural Traits and Values” chart. None of these
sub-cultures would have brought the Russian document PDI score to zero, so there is
clearly no influence there. With IDV and IVR, the difference between Russia’s country
score on Hofstede’s index and its document score on my DDS were comparable to the
United States’ differential; therefore, it is impossible to determine the existence of any
influence. Only LTO appeared to have any possible influence from one of the
subcultures—the differential between Russia’s country and document LTO scores was
considerably larger than the USA’s differential, although they both experienced a large
drop. Is this evidence of influence from a traditionalist sub-culture existing within the
authors of the Dog Training Center annual report—being that the traditionalists are
considerably less long-term oriented than the others, according to Bergelson? It is
impossible to confirm, of course, but does present an interesting consideration.
The tendency to avoid ambiguousness is the only one of Hofstede’s six cultural
dimensions that appears to have had no effect at all on the production of these documents.
Russia’s UAI score is a relatively high 83.7, and its document scored 56.9 on the DDS; a
significant drop. The United States’ UAI score is a relatively low 36.5, yet its document
scored a much higher 72.2 on the DDS. Both documents scored notably differently than
its origin country, and in different directions; it seems that culture had little influence
upon the appearance of uncertainty avoidance in these annual reports.
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CONCLUSION
What is the best way to communicate with clarity and functionality in a crosscultural professional environment? By paying attention to the cultural dimensions of the
consumers of the information; by understanding how cultural values affect the perception
of a document and its presentation, thereby influencing the comprehension of its contents.
This study shows that cultural values are strongly reflected in annual reports, a
medium that is, for the business world, particularly freeform in construction and therefore
a good subject for such a study. Studying annual reports from the Russian Federation and
the United States of America – countries with an average difference of 47.36 points on
the 100-point cultural dimension indexes – allows us to illuminate how each culture is
reflected in the documents, and both the Russian and American documents proved to be
chiefly influenced by the same cultural values. The values, or dimensions, most heavily
reflected in the annual reports were: the preference for assertiveness or modesty in
communication (MAS), the promotion of individualism or collectivism (IDV), the
significance of leisurely pursuits (IVR), and the fostering of virtues either with future
rewards or with a focus on the past or present (LTO). Although each culture manifests
these values very differently, they exert considerable influence on the annual reports
through these values.
Since documents from countries with markedly different cultures were equally
influenced by the same dimensional values, it can be inferred that particular attention
should be paid to these dimensions when creating a document for consumption by
members of varied cultural groups or categories. In other words, knowing the target
culture’s preference for an assertive or modest manner of communication, veneration of
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individualism or collectivism, and opinions regarding leisurely pursuits and forwardlooking behaviors will go a very long way toward crafting an effective document.
Of course, more study is needed, and it will not be an easy task. For this thesis, I
had hoped to study an Arabic document and a Korean or Japanese document in addition
to the Russian and American documents, but finding a suitable subject of study and an
appropriate translator proved to be an insurmountable obstacle. With more resources,
however, much can be done to pinpoint the influence of culture in professional
documentation. In the course of conducting this study and writing this thesis, I noted
several actions that future studies could take to greatly improve the quality of the
information received.
Firstly, future studies would need to examine multiple documents, across business
genres and from many other countries, to confirm the assumption that MAS, IDV, IVR,
and LTO are the cultural dimensions that most heavily influence a professional
document. Attention should be paid to culturally disparate regions within a country,
because, as noted in the Gerritsen, et al, study of ibuprofen leaflets in the European
Union, culture does not observe national political boundaries. A study sample
encompassing many documents from varied business genres and regions will provide
empirical evidence of what is normal or expected for that genre or region and mitigate
anomalies or differences between organizational goals, such as the goals of commercial
businesses versus nonprofit organizations or the differing missions between nonprofits, as
illuminated by the difficulty this study encountered when evaluating indulgence versus
restraint.
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Future studies should also observe the subject documents being consumed as
intended, in their native environment. Knowing definitively how the document should be
consumed yields information not possible by simply studying the document, particularly
if “presented” with verbal accompaniment (e.g., a PowerPoint presentation). This allows
for emotionality to be observed and recorded that will not be present in the document,
which itself illuminates cultural values.
The findings of this study are but a glimpse of the illumination that could be
provided by more understanding of the effect of culture on professional documentation.
As Foss noted, public speeches are no longer the primary vehicle for information; in
today’s world, information is passed via written and visual rhetoric, and readability and
usability are of utmost importance. Understanding the influence of culture on readability
and usability is an essential skill when even the smallest businesses are likely to be
composed of and doing business with people of differing cultural backgrounds. Cultural
thoughtfulness behind the content, organization, and design of professional
documentation conveys meaning to its entire set of consumers, and is a requirement in
our postnational world.
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